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1. Introduction. Let A be the C*-algebra of all complex valued continuous
functions vanishing at infinity on a locally compact space. The Stone-Weierstrass
theorem gives the conditions under which a C*-subalgebra B coincides with A.
A plausible non-commutative extension of the Stone-Weierstrass theorem is

Conjecture. Let Si be a C*-algebra and let 8 be a C*-subalgebra of St.
Let JP(δt) be the set of all pure states of St and let 0 be the identically
zero function on SI. Suppose that 93 separates P(3t)u(0), then SI = 33.

Kaplansky [ 9 ] proved a theorem equivalent to the conjecture for GCR
C*-algebras (equivalently, type I C*-algebras [ 6 ], [13]). Glimm [ 5 ], Ringrose
[10] and Akemann [ 1 ] gave some considerations related to this conjecture.

The purpose of this paper is to present another consideration to the
conjecture. Unfortunately, we can not solve the problem completely but the
author feels that the results obtained here indicate strongly that the conjecture
will be true for all separable C*-algebras. Throughout the present paper, we
shall deal with separable C*-algebras only. The main tool to attack the problem
is the reduction theory. As corollaries of our results, we shall show: ( 1 ) Let
81 be a separable C*-algebra and let 93 be a uniformly hyperfinite C*-subalgebra
of 81. Suppose that 93 separates P(3t)u(0), then 81 = 95 (2) A new proof of
Kaplansky's theorem in the separable case (3) Let Si be a separable C*-algebra
and let 93 be a C*-subalgebra of 31. Suppose that there exists a "^-representation
{TΓ, «£)} of 81 such that 7r(33)Sπ(3l) and the commutant of 7r(93) is hyperfinite,
where τr( ) is the weak closure of τr( ). Then, 93 can not separate P(Sί) U (0)
(4) Let 81 be a separable C*-algebra and let 93 be a C*-subalgebra of 81. Suppose
that there exists a ^-representation {n, «£)} of 81 such that τr(8ΐ) is a finite
W^-agebra and τr(33) §= 7r(8ί), where π( ) is the weak closure of τr( ). Then, 33
can not separate JP(SI) U (0).

2. Theorems. Let 81 be a C*-algebra and let 8 be a C*-subalgebra of Sί.
Let P(Sl) be the set of all pure states of 8ί, and let 0 be the identically zero
function on SI. Throughout this section, we shall assume that 33 separates P(3l)
U(0)—namely, for any two different' φu φ% <= F(8t)u(0), there exists an element
b such that φx(b) Φ φ2(b).
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If 21 has not the unit, we shall consider the C*-algebra 2l1=2l-fλl and the
subalgebra S31 = 93 + λl obtained by adjoining the unit 1, where λ are co.nplex
numbers. Any pure state φ on 21 can be uniquely extended to a pure state φ

on 2ίx therefore P(2ί + λl) = P{β)Λ-\φQ, where <p0 is the purs state of 2^ such
that £ 0(2l) = 0. Then, clearly 93i separates P(2ίx) U (0); therefore it is enough
to assume that 21 has the unit 1.

LEMMA 1. 95 contains the unit 1.

PROOF. Suppose that l£93. Then P> + 1||^1 for b <= S3—in fact, if ||6 + 1| |<1,
—b is invertible and ( —£)~!€$B; hence 1 1 93. Therefore, there exists a bounded
linear functional / on 21 such that /(93) = 0 and | | / | | = / ( l ) = 1 hence / is a
state (cf. [4 ] , [11]). Let 3 = {x\f(x*x) = 0,.ze2I}, then 3 is a closed left ideal
of 21 and 93C3. Let S be a maximal left ideal of 21 such that 3 c S , then there
exists a pure state φ on 21 such that £ = [x \ φ(x*x)= 0, x e 21} (cf. [ 4 ] , [ 8 ] ) ;
this implies that 93 can not separate φ "arid 0. This is a contradiction and
completes the proof.

Henceforward, we shall assume that 21 has the unit and so 93 contains the
unit. In this case, the separation of P(2ί) ϋ (0) by 93 is equivalent to the
separation of P(JH) by 93.

DEFINITION 1. A W^-algebra M is said to be atomic, if it is a direct
sum of type I-factors.

DEFINITION 2. Let A be a C^-algsbra and let {TΓ, §} be a ^-representation
of A on a Hubert sρac2 ξ). By π(Λ), we shall denote the weak closure of τr(A)
on ξ>. The representation [π, &} is called to be ato.Tiic, if the W^-algebra π(A)
is atomic.

DEFINITION 3. Let 9> be a state on a C*-algebra A, {τtφy $φ} the
"^-representation of A on a Hubert space $P constructed via φ. φ is called to
be atomic, if the representation {π9, φφ} is atomic.

LEMMA 2. Let <piy<p2 be two states on 21 such that the restriction
ψ\ 193, φ2193 on 93 are atomic. Suppose that φx — φ2 on 93, then φ1 = φ2 on 21.

PROOF. Put φ =? *?* ?* and consider the "^-representation {τrφ, &φ} of 21.

Let φ(x) = <πφ(x)ξy ξ> for i '€ 21, where < , > is the inner product of &φ and
ξ is a vector in $φ, and let e be the projection of 'φφ onto the closed subspace

generated by πP(J8)ξ then the representation b —> πφ(b)e'(b € 93) is
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atomic. Let z be the central envelope of e in the commutant πv(S3)' of πv(S3),
then the mapping yz—>ye of πφQ8)z onto πφ(β)e is a *-isomorphism hence
πφ(β) contains a direct summand of an atonic W*-alg3bra. Let p' be a minimal
projection in πφ(β)\ then b-*7tφ(b)p'(b <= S3) is irreducible. Take η (\\η\\ =1) £ />'£v
and consider a state ^ 0 ( . r ) = <πφ(x)η, η> for x^3l. Then, ^o|93 is pure;
we shall show that ψ0 is pure on SI. Let Γ = {ψ\ψ = ψ0 on S3, -ψ* states on 21},
then Γ is a o{3l*, 3l)-comρact convex set in 31*, where 3t* is the dual Banach
space of SI. Arbitrary extreme point in Γ is also extreme in the state spa^e of
21 hence it is pure. If Γ contains two points, there are two different pure
states ΨΊ, ψ2 on SI such that ψι = ψ2 on 93 hence Γ consists of only one point
and it is pure.

No N suppose that p'φφ ̂  [^(21)^], and let V be the orthocomplement of
ρ'$φ in [ττv(Sί)7]. Let ξx{ Φ 0) e p'§9> £2( Φ 0) € V and ||ξι + ξt \\ = 1. Then,
9ix)^<7tφ{x){ξι-Vξ,)MιJrξi)> and glx) = <τtlxtξι-ξ2Uξι-ξi)>ioτ χz%
are pure states of 31 and gι

:=gi on S3. Hence <7i = #2 on 31. Since the restriction
of πv(2ί) on [̂ (31)77] is irreducible, ξι + ξ2 ~ λ(li — f2) for some complex number
λ ( | λ | = 1 ) . This is a contradiction; hence [πφ($ί) 1] = [πφ(β)η] and so p' € ^(31)'.
Let c be the greatest central projection of πφ(β)' such that πP(β)'c is atomic
then any non-zero projection of τr9(93)V is a sum of mutually orthogonal
minimal projections hence c <Ξ 7zv(3l)\

Since ξ^cξ>φy [^(31)^] c cξ)φ; hence cξ>φ=ξ>φ and so c = l$φ, where 1&, is
the identity operator on ξ)φ therefore τrφ(J8)' c ^(Sί)' and so ^(93) = 7r̂ (2i).
Since <pι,<p2t===i2<P> there exists vectors ^1, ?72 such that ^i(x) = <πφ(x)ηλ, ηx>
and ^ 2 ( ̂ ) = <rtφ(x)r)29 V{> for α: € 81. For α € 81, there exists a direct set {πv(&α)}
(ba € S3) such that πφ(ba)—> ̂ (a)(strongly) hence <pι(ba)—>^i(α) and

implies ^>i(α) = <p2(a). This completes the proof.

LEMMA 3. Le£ ^x> >̂2 ^^ ^^^ states on Sί <zn<i suppose that one of
them is atomic and φx — <p2 on S3, then φx = φ2 on Sί.

PROOF. Suppose that φx is atomic. Consider the *-representation \τtφx<> $?φι}
of 81, then ^,(31) is atomic hence, there exists a family of mutually orthogonal

minimal projections (e{ \ i = 1,2, •) in 7 (̂31)' such that Σ eί = hn Let

φi(x)= <7tφι{x)ξ,ξ>> then φx{x)= E < ^ K W ? > = Σ I ^ LΣ I

eξ e'ξ
Since <7tφι(x) ΰ-^zXy n i*\u > is pure, its restriction on 93 is also pure (cf.

II^i sII ll^isll
the proof of Lemma 2) hence φx \ S3 is atomic and so by Lemma 2, <px = φ2 on
81. This completes the proof.
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Now we shall explain some results of the reduction theory (cf. [3], [11],
[12]). Let M be a type I W^-algebra on a separable Hubert space, M* the

predual of M. Then, M=^2®Mi9 where M t is a homogenuous type Int W*-

algebra (n^ Ko). Moreover, M i = jB i®Z i, where JBi is a type Int ίactor, and
Z* is the center of M t. Let B^ be the predual of Bu then we can consider the
weak ^-topology o(Biy B^) on B*.

Then, we have the realization Bt ®Zt = Lτ(Bi, Ω£, //•*), where (Ω£, /**) is a
measure space with a probability measure μL and L°°(Biy Ω£, /x*) is the W*-algebra
of all essentially bounded ^-valued weakly^-measurable functions on Ω*. For

az Bι® Ziy the corresponding element of L°°(Bi,Ωx, /*i) is denoted by / α(ί),

then ||α]| = ess. sup. ||α(ί)|| and aλΛ-at = I a^Λ-a^t), \ax= I λα^ί), α,α2

ax(t)a2(t) and α x *= J α^ί)* for αx, α2 ^ Bi®Z% and λ are complex numbers.

Moreover the predual of L'M(Bi,Ω,ίίμi)=L1(Biχ,Ω,i,μi), where L^B^, Ωl9 μτ)
is the Banach space of all Bwvalued Bochner integrable functions f on Ωj with the

norm ||JHI = / IL/*0OII<^Ϊ(O Therefore, we have the realization M t^=L1(JS i^,Ω i,^ f)

For gzMi*, the corresponding element in L^B**, Ωt, μ i) is denoted by J

Then we have: | |# | | = J \\g(t)\\dμlt), gx + g2 = f g1(t) + g2(t)> ^9ι=J

and if φ is a normal state on Mi9 φ{t) is a normal state on BL for almost all ί
moreover let 3) be a separable C^-subalgsbra of M£, then we can choose a null set
Qι such that d->d(t) {d € £/ ) is a ^-homomorphism of 5) into BL for all ί € Ω; — Qfί
moreover, if the W^f-subalgebra (5), Zέ) of Mi generated by 3) and Zt coincides
with Mi9 the weak closure MJ) = Bt for all t e Ω -Qi, where .©(*)= {d(t)\d e 3)}

and 5)(ί) is the weak closure of 3)(t).

Since M = ^Z Θ M , by considering the direct sum Ω = \JΩl9 μ=
i=l \ i=l 1=1

of the measure spaces (Ω£, μι), M can be realized as the W^-algebra of vector

valued functions I x(t) such that xt € L°°(BU Ω;, μt), \\x\\ =suρ||α: i||, where x% is the

restriction of x on Ωz. This realization will be denoted by M = X) @L\Biy Ωf, μt).
i=l

Now let G be a separable C^-subalgsbra of M such that the W^-subalgebra of
M generated by G and Z coincides with M, where Z is the center of M. Then
G zt and Z t generate Mi9 where zt is the identity of Mt hence there exists a
null set Q in Ω such that a-*a{t) (a^G) is a *-homomo:phism and G(i) - B{

for all £€ Ω ; - Q and all i.
Henceforward, the algebra 21 will be assumed to be separable. Let {TΓ, ξ>]
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be a ^-representation of 21 on a sepirable Hubert space ξ). Put 3ί0 = ττ(2l) and
330 = π(93) and let Wo (resp. S3J) be the commutant of 3l0 (resp. 93O). Let C be a
maximal abelian *-subalgebra of 3I0', then the W^-algebra (Sϊo, C) generated by
Sl0 and C is of type I and C is the center of (2ΪO, C), because (3l0, C)' = Sϊin C=C.

By putting (2l9, C) = M, we can apply the reduction theory.

THEOREM 1. Let T be a linear mapping of 3l0 into (3ί0, C)
(a) \\T(x)\\^\\x\\ for x s 3ί0 (/9) T(y)=y for ye%0. Then, T(x) = x for

PROOF. Suppose that T(x0) Φ x0 for some x0 € 9ί0. Then, there exists a

normal state ψ of (2ί0, C) such that ψCTfo))^ΨCΛΓ0). («O, C)= E Θ L ^ β , , Ωx, fi,).
i

Now let D be the C*-subalg3bra of (Sl0, C) generated by Sl0 and T(x0), then
D is separable.

By the previous considerations, we can assume that x—>x(t) (x £ D) is a
•*-homomorρhism of Z) into Bt and Sto(ί) = Bt for all ί €0^ — 91 with /χ(9ΐ) = 0,
where «0(ί) = {*(*) |α:^Sl0}.

Let ψ = j ψ(0> then ψ<α:0) = j ψ(t)(xo(t))dμ(t) and ψ<T(α:0)) = J ψ(tXT(x0)

(t))dμ(t). Since tty{x*)Φ'ty{T(x0)), there exists a set $t with μ (9Jl)>0 such that
ψ(tXxo(t)) Φ ψ(t)(T(xo)(t)) for all ί s 9ΪI. Therefore, there exists a ί0 such that
ψ{ίo) is a positive linear functional on Bi0 and ^(io)(^o(^o)) ̂  ^(^o)(T(xo)(^o)),
x—>α:(ί0) (x$D) is a "^-hornomorphism of D into Bi0 and 3lo(ίo) = βio Now we
shall define a linear functional ψx on 51 as follows: ψi(a) = ψ(t0Xπ(aXt0)) for
a e SI. Then, ψι is an atomic state on 81. Let x0 = τr(α0) for some α0 £ SI we
shall define a linear functional Ψ2 on S + λα0 (λ conplex numbers) as follows:

)(ίo)> for 6 €93. Then,

^ lit(ίo)|| 11̂(6) +

ll \Ub) + λτr(αo)|| ^

Therefore, ψ2' is well-defined and bounded. Let ψo be a linear functional
on SI such that | |^2 | | = IIY2ΊI and ψ2=ψ2 on 93 + λ3 0 Since ^2(1)^^2(1)
— \\Ψ(tQ)\\, ψ2 is positive εnd clearly ^ i = ^ 2 on 93. Therefore by Lemma 3, ψι=ψ2

on SI; hence ψ}(a0) = t ( 0 ( ^ K ) ( ί o ) ) = f ( O W ^ ) - Ψi(αo) = tCO(T(x0Xio)).
This is a contradiction and completes the proof.

Let B(ξ)) be the W*-algebra of all bounded operators on φ. For any
w € J5($), let X(w) be the weakly closed convex subset of B(ξ>) generated by
{u*wu\u€Cu}> where Cu is the set of all unitary elements in C. A family of
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weakly continuous linear mappings [w—>u*wu\u £ Cu} on B(φ) is commutative;
hence by the theorem of Kakutani-Markoff (cf. [ 2 ]), K(w) contains at least one
fixed point w0—namely, u*wou = w0 for all uzCu; hence w0 z C = (2l0, C).
Therefore, there exists a projection P with norm one of B(ξ>) onto (2ίo> C)
(cf. [14]).

Now we shall show

THEOREM 2. For x <= 5lo> let T(x) be the weakly closed convex subset
of B(φ) generated by {u*xu\u €33ί,ω}, where S3ifM is the set of all unitary
elements of the commutant 83i of S30 Then, P(r) = x for all r € Γ(x).

PROOF. Let L(B($)) be the algebra of all bounded operators of JB(|>) into
£(#). Then, L(B(φ)) is the dual of B(ξ>) ® ΎB(ξ>)*, where γ is the greatest
cross norm and B(ξ))χ is the predual of B($) (cf. [7]). We shall consider the
weak *-ίopology o<L(J8($)), B(φ) (gγ 5(φ)^) on L(B(φ)). Then, the unit sphere 5
of L(B(φ)) is compact. The linear mapping VM>: w—>u *wu (w £ B(&)) belongs to
5 ; let So ba the weakly "̂-closed convex subset of 5 generated by [Vu>\u £ S3ί,u},
then for arbitrary r € Γ(.r), there exists a V 6 5 0 such that V(x) = r.

Now, consider a linsar mapping d—>P(y(d)) (^^2l0) of Sl0 into (2ίo» C)9

then P(F(y)) = P(y) =y for y € S30 hence by Theorem 1, P(V(*)) = P(r) = x.
This completes the proof.

COROLLARY 1. Let So be the weak closure o/S30, then ||tc/—r|| = ||w--a:||
/ o r «/ € 93O Λ^<i r € Γ(x), where x € 2l0.

PROOF. For w'̂ 33όM, ||w — uxu*\\ = ||α'*ze;«'—x|| = ||tc; — Λ:|| therefore
n n

|| w— Σ °>»ϊul*xuΊ ||^||ie;—Λ:||, where λ i ^ O and 2Z λj=l, w/^S3ίM; hence

On the other hand, if ||zf0—ro|| <||ze>0—.r|| for some wo^^8o and ro^T(x)9

then | |P(w0—ro)| | = ||w0—P(ro)||^||tc;o-^ro||. But, Wo—P(ro)=wo—x. This is a
contradiction and completes the proof.

COROLLARY 2. | | v - r | | ^ | | v - : r | | for vc=(8lo,C) αwrf r ^ Γ ( ^ ) ,

The proof is quite similar with the second part of the proof of Corollary 1.

3. Applications. We shall show some applications of the results in the
section 2.
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DEFINITION^. Let M be a W*-alg3bra. M is called to be hyperfinite,

if there exists an increasing sequence of typa I.nt~ίactors {MJ (/z^ + oo)

containing the unit of M in M such that \j M% = My where ( ) is the weak
ί=l

closure of ( ).

PROPOSITION 1. Let St be a separable Cf-algebra and 33 a C*-subalgebra

of SI. Suppose that there exists a ^-rεprzszntalion {*,$} of SI $u:h that

τr(33) ̂ T(W) and the commutant τr(33)'of τr(S3) is hyper finite. Then, 33 can

not separate P(3ί)u(0).

PROOF. Suppose that 33 separates P(3ί)ϋ(0). Put Sίo = τr(9l) and 330 =

By the result of Schwartz (cf. [14]), Γ(x)n$80Φ(φ) for xz Sl0 henc3 by Corollary

1, inf_ ||JC—zc|| = 0 and so XZSSQ. This is a contradiction and completes the

proot.

DEFINITION 5. Let A be : a C*-alg3bra. A is called to be uniformly

hyperfinite, if there exists an increasing sequence of type 7T|-factors

containing the unit of A in A such that the uniform closure of

PROPOSITION 2. Let % be a separable C*-algebra and let S3 be a

uniformly hyperfinite C*-sub algebra of SI. Suppose that 33 separates

P(21)U(O), then 81 = 33.

PROOF. Suppose that 33 SSI and let / b e a bounded selfadjoint linear

functional on SI such that /(33) = 0 and fφ 0. Let / = / + — / " be the orthogonal

decomposition such t h a t / + , / " ^ O , and | | / + | | + ||/-|j•= | | / | | . Put <p=f++f- and

take the *-representation {^, ^} of SI as the {TΓ, &} in §2. Then, 33OSSIO. Since

33O is uniformly hyperfinite, there exists an increasing sequence of typ2/nrfactors
- .• o o .

(Bι) (nt < + oo) in 33O such that the uniform closure of \^J Bt = 33O. We can

easily find a projection Q* with norm 1 of B(ξ>φ) on"o Biy because

Let Q be an accumulate point of the set {Qi\i = 1,2, } in L(B(ξ>φ))

with o{L(β(§φ)), B(^)®β(^)4f) , then clearly Q(y) = y for ^ ^ ® 0 ; moreover
. : 7

c (\JB) =Sόc(2lo,C); hence by Theorem I, Q(x) = x for l e a , arid

so Sl0 C 93O. This is a contradiction and completes the proof.
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PROPOSITION 3. Let 81 be a separable C*-algebra and let SJ be a
C*-subalgebra of 81. Suppose that there exists a ^-representation {τty <£)} of
Sί such that π(W) is a finite W*-algebra and V(W)^(W). Then, 23 can not
separate P(Sl)u(0).

PROOF. Suppose that $ separates P(2l)u(0). By the result of Umegaki
(cf. [15]), there exists a projection Q with norm 1 of 7r(SΪ) onto 7r(33). On the
other hand, by Theorem 1, Q(π(a)) = π(a) for a € 31 hence τr(Sl) = ;r(23). This
is a contradiction and completes the proof.

PROPOSITION 4 (Kaplansky [ 9 ]). Let 81 be a separable C* algebra
and let ^ be a type I C*-subalgebra of Sί. Suppose that 33 separates
P(SI)U(O), then 31 = 33.

PROOF. Suppose that 33 5 Sί. Take a *-representation [π, $} of Sί such
that τr(3l) 3 π(~S)7 Since 33 is a type I Oalgebra, ττ(93)' is a type J U^-algebra,
By the theorem of Kakutani-Markoff, the structure theorem of type I W*
algebras and the considerations of Schwartz (cf. [14]), we can easily see that
Γ(x)n$50Φ(ψ) for χ€Sl 0 ; hence by Corollary 1, .r<=330. This is a contradiction
and completes the proof.
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